Abstract: Privacy-preserving data mining has become an interesting and emerging issue in recent years since it can, not only hide the sensitive information but still mine the meaningful knowledge at the same time. Since privacy-preserving data mining is a non-trivial task, which is also concerned as a NP-hard problem, several evolutionary algorithms were presented to find the optimized solutions but most of them focus on considering a single-objective function with the pre-defined weight values of three side effects (hiding failure, missing cost, and artificial cost). In this paper, we aim at designing a multiple objective particle swarm optimization method for hiding the sensitive information based on the density clustering approach (named CMPSO). The presented CMPSO is more flexible to select the most appropriate solutions for hiding the sensitive information based on user's preference. Extensive experiments are carried on two datasets to show that the designed CMPSO algorithm has good performance than the traditional single-objective evolutionary approaches in terms of three side effects.
Introduction
Data mining, also, refers as knowledge discovery in database (KDD) [2, 8, 16, 17] , is a commonly way to find the useful and meaningful knowledge from databases, which could be utilized in several real-life applications. Although data mining techniques can discover the useful information and knowledge, it reveals, however, the confidential or private message from the discovered information, which may cause the security threats [11, 12, 39] . Privacy-preserving data mining [3, 5, 35, 37, 31, 32] has thus become an important issue in recent decades since it can not only hide the private information but also discover the required information by varied data mining techniques. Data sanitization is one of the major research of PPDM that perturbs the database to hide the sensitive information. During the sanitization progress, it usually causes three side effects, for instance, hiding failure, missing cost, and artificial cost. Existing methods are used to minimize those three side effects during the sanitization progress, which can be regarded as the NP-hard problem [3, 37] . Several works related to PPDM were respectively discussed and most of them are based on the deletion procedure to hide the sensitive information [13, 14, 21, 27, 38] .
Conventional algorithms in PPDM mostly focus on hiding the sensitive information as much as possible; the PPDM is, however considered as the NP-hard problem since it has the trade-off relationships among the derived three side effects. Lin et al. proposed the GA-based algorithms to hide the sensitive itemsets and utilize transaction deletion procedure for sanitization [28, 29] . The optimal transactions for deletion are then obtained and the results showed that less side effects can be achieved compared to the greedy-based method. Lin et al. [30] then designed the PSO-based model to handle the sanitization progress in PPDM. However, the above algorithms rely on the pre-defined weights to design the importances of three side effects, which requires the a-priori knowledge to set up the weight values. The pre-defined weights may seriously affect the results to select the transactions for deletion. To handle this problem, Cheng et al. [10] developed the EMO-based algorithm to consider "data distortion" and "knowledge distortion" in the sanitization progress through item deletion. This approach is efficient but it may lead the incomplete knowledge in the mining procedure. For example, the deleted information in the hospital diagnosis may mislead the wrong diagnosis and treatment.
Multi-objective particle swarm optimization (MOPSO) algorithm [7] is extended from conventional particle swarm optimization algorithm [24] , that handles the multi-objective problems to find a set of Pareto solutions. Since the MOPSO-based framework uses the dominance relationship to find better solutions, the traditional method used in the PSO-based framework cannot be used to find better solutions. In this paper, we aim at designing a multiple optimization particle swarm optimization algorithm by adapting the density-based (CMPSO) method for finding better solutions rather than the single objective algorithms. Major contributions are listed below.
• We design a multiple optimization particle swarm optimization (named CMPSO) algorithm for hiding the sensitive information, which achieves better performance than the single objective algorithms in terms of three side effects.
• The density-based clustering method is adapted here to obtain better diversity of the derived Pareto solutions.
• Extensive experiments are conducted to show the performance of the designed algorithm in terms of three side effects, and results outperform the single-objective algorithms.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Literature review is shown in Section 2. Preliminary and problem statement are discussed in Section 3. The designed algorithm is stated in Section 4. Several experiments are carried and conducted in Section 5. Conclusion and future work are discussed in Section 6.
Literature review
The related works of privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM) and the evolutionary computation are described as follows.
Privacy-preserving data mining
In recent two decades, data mining techniques [17, 16, 33] are efficient to mine and find the potential information from a very large database, especially the relationships between the products may not be easily discovered and visualized. Since the important data can be revealed from the databases, thus the confidential and secure information can also be discovered during the mining procedure, that causes the privacy and security threats to users. Privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM) has become a critical issue in recent years since it can, not only find the useful information but also hide the confidential data after the sanitization progress. Agrawal and Srikant [4] developed a novel reconstruction approach that can accurately estimate the distribution of original data. The classifiers can also be constructed to compare the accuracy between original data and the sanitized one. Verykios et al. [37] developed the hierarchical classification techniques used in PPDM. Dasseni et al. [13] then designed an approach based on the hamming-distance mechanism to decrease the support or confidence of the sensitive information (i.e., association rules) for sanitization. Oliveira and Zaiane [35] provides several sanitization methods, that can hide the frequent itemsets through the heuristic framework. Islam and Brankovic [22] presented a framework using the noise addition method to protect and hide the individual privacy and still maintained high data quality. Hong et al. provided the SIF-IDF method [21] to assign the weight to each transaction, and the sanitization progress is then performed from the transaction with highest score to the lowest one for hiding the sensitive information. Lin et al. [31] then presented a SPMF software to provide several algorithms for handling the sanitization problem in PPDM.
The PPDM is, however, considered as a NP-hard problem [3, 37] , it is thus better to provide the meta-heuristic approaches to find the optimal solutions. Han and Ng developed a secure protocol to find a better set of rules without disclosing their own private data based on GAs [18] . Lin et al. then presented several GA-based approaches, such as sGA2DT [29] , pGA2DT [29] and cpGA2DT [28] to hide the sensitive information by removing the victim transactions. The encoded chromosome is considered as a set of solutions, and the transaction of the gene within chromosome is concerned as the victim for later deletion. A fitness function is also developed to consider three side effects for evaluation with the pre-defined weights to show the goodness of the chromosome. Several extensions of the evolutionary computation used in PPDM were also developed [20, 30] . Although the above algorithms are efficient to find the optimal transactions for deletion, they still require, however, the pre-defined weights of the side effects; this mechanism can seriously affect the final results of the designed approaches. Cheng et al. [10] then developed a EMO-RH algorithm to hide the sensitive itemsets by removing the itemset. This approach is based on multi-objective method, but the incomplete transactions can thus be produced; the mislead decision could thus be made especially in treatment of the hospital diagnoses. Lin et al. also applies the multi-objective model [32] for the deletion problem based on the grid method. An NSGA-II model [34] is also utilized to efficiently sanitize the database for transaction deletion.
Evolutionary computation
Evolutionary computation is inspired by biological evolution that attempts to find the global optimization as the solutions. An iteratively progress of the candidates is then executed to gradually find the optimized solutions. Holland [18] first applies Darwin theory of natural selection and survival of the fittest to designed the genetic algorithms (GAs), that is widely used in computational intelligence. The GAs is the fundamental method, which is the population-based method to solve the NP-hard problems. It consists of mutation, crossover, and selection operators to find the possible solutions in the evolution progress. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a swarm intelligence algorithm proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart that is inspired by bird flocking activities [24] . Each particle in the PSO is concerned as a potential solution. In PSO, each bird has its own velocity, which is used to represent the direction to the other solutions, and each particle is then updated with its own best value (represents as pbest) and the global best value (represented as gbest) according to the designed fitness function during each iteration. The updating equations are listed as follows [24] :
(2.1)
From the above equations, w is considered as a factor that is used to balance the influence of global search and local search; v i represents the velocity of the i-th particle in a population where t presents the t-th iteration. The c 1 and c 2 are the constant values. Both r 1 and r 2 are random numbers generated by a uniform distribution in the range of [0, 1]. The velocity of a particle is updated by equation (2.1), and its position is updated by equation (2.2).
In real-world situations, optimization should consider the multiple objectives [23, 36] since we may focus on varied targets to find the solutions. Several algorithms were presented to solve the multi-objective problems for optimization, such as the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) [36] , the strength pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA) [40] , and the pareto archived evolution strategy (PAES) [25] . Coello et al. [7] applies the adaptive grid method to maintain the external archive. Several variants of MOPSO were respectively presented to improve the performance, and the development is still in progress.
Preliminary and problem statement
Let I = {i 1 , i 2 , . . . , i m } be a finite set of r distinct items occurring in the database D, and D is a set of transactions where D = {T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T n }, T q ∈ D. Each T q is a subset of I and has a unique identifier q, called TID. The set of sensitive itemsets is denoted as S I = {s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s k }, which are given by user. Note that each s i of SI is a subset of T q . The µ is the minimum support threshold in D.
If sup(i j ) ≥ µ × |D|, the itemset (i j ) is defined as the frequent (large) itemset. Definition 1. For each s i ∈ S I, the number of transactions for deletion of s i is denoted as N s i and defined as:
Definition 2. The Maximum number of Deleted Transactions among all sensitive itemsets in SI is denoted as MDL and defined as:
Thus, the MDT is treated as the size of the particle in the designed CMPSO algorithm. In the PPDM, three side effects can be considered as "hiding failure", "missing cost", and "artificial cost", which should be minimized in the PPDM. We can obtain the definitions for three side effects as follows.
Definition 3. Let α be the number of sensitive itemsets that fails to be hidden, in which α = |S I ∪ L |.
Definition 4.
Let β be the number of missing itemsets (cost), which is the non-sensitive itemset and the large itemset in the original database but will be hidden after the sanitization progress as:
Definition 5. Let γ be the number of artificial itemsets (cost), which was not the frequent itemset but will be arisen as the frequent one after the sanitization progress as: γ = L − L.
Problem Statement: The problem of PPDM with transaction deletion based on the multi-objective particle swarm optimization is to minimize three side effects by considering the sanitized results in three objective functions, which can be defined as:
where f 1 equals to the number of α, f 2 equals to the number of β, and f 3 equals to the number of the γ.
Proposed CMPSO algorithm
In this section, we develop a CMPSO algorithm to hide the sensitive information by adapting the density-based clustering method to obtain higher diversity of the derived Pareto solutions, and the effects can be shown in terms of three side effects. To obtain better transactions for deletion in PPDM, the database is first processed to project the transactions with any of the sensitive information within the set of SI, and the projected database is named as D * . Thus, only the transactions with the sensitive information are projected for later deletion, and those transactions in D * are considered as the candidate of the particle in the evolution process. After that, the CMPSO algorithm is then iteratively performed to evaluate three side effects in the evolutionary progress. In CMPSO algorithm, each particle can be represented as a possible solution with MDT vectors, and each vector is the transaction ID, which shows the potential transaction for deletion. Note that a vector in a particle can be a null value. In the updating progress of the CMPSO in PPDM, the formulas are thus defined as follows [30] :
(4.1)
Algorithm 1: Designed CMPSO Algorithm Input: D * , the projected database; L, the set of large itemsets for evolution; SI, the set of sesntive information to be hidden. Output: D , the sanitized database; Pset, the set of Pareto solutions. 1 initial N Particles with MDT size; 2 for each particle p in N do
4 obtain the non-dominated solutions Pset; 5 while termination criteria is not achieved do 6 Gbest update(Pset); 7 update pbest;
10 update the non-dominated solutions Pset;
Thus, the particles in the designed CMPSO is updated by the above equations for the velocity and its position. The designed CMPSO algorithm is then described in Algorithm 1 as follows.
From Algorithm 1, the designed CMPSO algorithm generates N particles with MDT size (Line 1). Each particle is then evaluated by the fitness functions with three side effects (Lines 2 to 3) to find the non-dominated solutions (Line 4). In the updating progress, the pbest and gbest are then respectively updated (Lines 6 to 7). The gbest is then updated by the sub-function to obtain a better particle for evolution. After the updating progress (Line 8), the updated particles are then evaluated again to update the non-dominated solutions. The algorithm is recursively performed until the termination criteria is achieved (Lines 5 to 10). After that, the final results will be returned with a set of non-dominated solutions (Pareto solutions).
To obtain better Pareto solutions with higher diversity, the density-based clustering method is adapted here to select the appropriate gbest in the evolutionary progress, which was described at Line 6 in Algorithm 1. Details are then stated in Algorithm 2.
For each Pareto solution in Algorithm 2, it finds a cluster center (Line 4) with satisfied solutions (number of Pareto solutions is no less than minpts) within a radius r (Line 3). After that, each solution within a cluster is then assigned with a probability (Lines 6 to 7), and a global solution (gbest) is then derived randomly by the assigned probability (Line 8). This progress increases the diversity of the discovered Pareto solutions in the evolution progress. After that, the gbest is then derived and used in the Algorithm 1 for iteratively evolution.
Experimental results
Substantial experiments were carried to compare the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed CMPSO algorithm to the state-of-the-art single-objective cpGA2DT [28] and PSO2DT [30] approaches. The algorithms in the experiments are implemented in Java language, performing on a PC with an Intel Core i7-6700 quad-core processor and 8 GB of RAM under the 64-bit Microsoft Algorithm 2: Gbest update(Paretos)
Input: Paretos, a set of Pareto solutions; minpts, the minimum number of solutions; r, the radius of a cluster. Output: gbest, a global best particle for the updating progress. Windows 10 operating system. Two real-world datasets [15] called chess and foodmart are used in the experiments. Results in terms of three side effects are respectively discussed and analyzed as follows.
Side effects
In this section, the state-of-the-art single-objective algorithms such as cpGA2DT [28] and PSO2DT [30] are then compared to the designed CMPSO algorithm. The number of population for all evolutionary algorithm is set as 50. Since the multi-objective algorithm would produce a set of Paretofront solutions, we evaluate the side effects by average of the produced solutions. Thus, in the dense dataset such as chess, the CMPSO sometimes shows worse results in terms of side effects compared to the single objective algorithms, but in the sparse dataset such as foodmart, the CMPSO generally obtains good performance than the others. Results for the chess dataset are shown in Figure 1 . From Figure 1 , it can be seen that the single-objective algorithms such as cpGA2DT and PSO2DT sometimes have better performance than the designed CMPSO approach. The reasons are that the designed CMPSO algorithm evaluates three side effects by the average value of the derived solutions. For the dense dataset such as chess, the diversity of the derived solutions is not high; the discovered Pareto solutions could be converged together due to the characteristics of the dataset. Moreover, The designed CMPSO algorithm produces a set of solutions, for example in the experiments, the number of Pareto solutions can be more than 20. Thus, the average values of three side effects sometimes could not achieve better results. Experiments under the sparse foodmart dataset are shown in Figure 2 . From Figure 2 , we can observe that the designed CMPSO algorithm has good performance than the single-objective cpGA2DT and PSO2DT algorithms in most cases. For example, when the sensitive percentages are respectively set as 8%, 10%, 12%, and 14%, the designed CMPSO achieves best performance than the other single-objective algorithms. The reasons are that when the dataset is a sparse dataset, higher diversity of the designed CMPSO algorithm can be obtained. Thus, the selected transactions may contain the minimal side effects for deletion. Moreover, all three algorithms have no artificial cost under varied percentages of sensitivity.
Conclusion and future work
In recent years, many algorithms were presented to hide the private/confidential information in privacy-preserving data mining (PPDM) and most of them were designed to sanitize the database for hiding the sensitive information. In this paper, we first introduce a CMPSO algorithm for hiding the sensitive information based on density clustering method for sanitizing the databases. The designed updating algorithm for gbest can achieve good performance compared to the single objective algorithms, especially for the sparse dataset, which can be seen in the experiments. 
